Global Certifications Portfolio
Selenium United (SeU)
SeU - Certified Selenium Engineer (CSE) with Java or Python
selenium-united.com

Blockchain United (BcU)
BcU- Certified Blockchain Ethereum Professional (CBEP)
blockchain-united.org

DevOps United (DOu)
DOu Certified Tester in DevOps (CTD)
devops-united.com

AiU Certified Tester in AI (CTAI)

AiU - Certified Tester in Artificial Intelligence (CTAI)
ai-united.org

PtU Certified Tester in Performance Testing (CPTJM)
PtU - Certified Performance Tester with JMeter (CPTJM)
pt-united.com

Cloud United (CU)
Cloud United - Certified Cloud Tester Foundation Level Course
cloud-united.org

Agile United (AU)
AU - Certified Agile Tester Professional (CATP)
agile-united.com

Design Sprint Alliance
DSA Design Sprint Master (DSM)
designsprintalliance.com

ISTQB
ISTQB Foundation Level, Advance Level, Automotive Software
Tester, Test Automation Engineer, Security Tester, Agile and
Specialist Certifications.
istqb.in

Global Certifications Portfolio

AUTOMOTIVE SOFTWARE TESTER
The certification for Foundation Level Specialist – Automotive Software Tester is designed for
professionals who are working within automotive projects. It is also for professionals who are
planning to start implementing special automotive testing techniques in the near future, or are
working within companies that plan to do so. The certification provides an advantage for
those who would like to know the required Automotive activities, roles, techniques, and
methodologies specific to their role.

PERFORMANCE TESTING
The Foundation Level qualification is aimed at anyone involved in software testing who wishes
to broaden their knowledge of performance testing or anyone who wishes to start a specialist
career in performance testing. The qualification is also aimed at anyone involved in
performance engineering who wishes to gain a better understanding of performance testing.

SECURITY TESTER
The Advanced Level Security Tester qualification is aimed at people who have already
achieved an advanced point in their careers in software testing and wish to develop further
their expertise in security testing. The modules offered at the Advanced Level cover a wide
range of testing topics.

MOBILE APP TESTER
The Foundation Level Mobile Application Testing qualification is aimed at people who have
already achieved a Foundation point in their careers in software testing and wish to develop
further their expertise in Mobile Application Testing.

USABILITY TESTING
The Certified Tester Foundation Level Usability Testing the Foundation Level qualification is
aimed at anyone involved in software testing who wishes to broaden their knowledge of
usability testing or anyone who wishes to start a specialist career in usability testing. The
qualification is also aimed at anyone involved in usability engineering who wishes to
understand usability testing

TEST AUTOMATION ENGINEER
The Advanced Level qualification is aimed at people who wish to build on the knowledge
and skills acquired at the Foundation Level and develop further their expertise in one or more
specific areas. The modules offered at the Advanced Level Specialist cover a wide range of
testing topics.

GAMBLING INDUSTRY TESTER
The certification for the Foundation Level Gambling Industry Tester Specialist Certificate is
designed for professionals who are working within the gambling industry. It is also for
professionals who are planning to start working within the gambling industry in the near future
or are working within companies that plan to do so, The certification provides an advantage
for those who would like to know the required gambling industry activities, roles, methods, and
methodologies specific to their role.
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